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PlINTUCKlII'.r VARIABLE STITCHING SEWING-MACH. CO. T• .TONES
SPECIAL MACH. CO.

(Cireult Court, D. Maine. January 24, 1800.)

No. 434.

L PA'!'E1M'I!-VALtMTT .AND INFRINGEMENT-SEWING MACHINEl!.
Claims 4 and 6 of the Woodward patent, No. 354,499, for Improvement

in sewing machines, construed, and held valid and infringed.
la. SAMIll-DouBLE USE.

Heap v. Tremont & S. Mills, 27 C. C. A. 316, 82 Fed. 449, 453, 456, ap-
plied with referenee to a new or double use.

8. SAME-EvIDENCE-PRESUMPTIONS.
Brooks v. Sacks, 26 C. C. A. 456, 81 Fed. 403, 405, applied as to the

nature of evidence required to overcome the presumption that the patentee
is the original inventor.

This was a suit in equity by the Pentucket Variable Stitching Sew·
ing-Machine Company against the Jones Special Machine Company
for alleged infringement of patent No. 354,499, issued December 14,
1886, to Erastus Woodward, for a sewing machine. The patent con-
tains eight claims, of which, however, only 4 and 6 are here involved.
These claims read as follows:
"(4) In a sewing machine of the class described, having a universally mov-

able work feeder, the combination, with the needle, shuttle, automatlc work
feeder, and a tension device adapted to produce a constant tension on the
thread, of automatic thread holding and releasing devices, substantially as
described, whereby the needle thread is held while the shuttle Is entering
the needle loop, and released while the work is being moved by the work
feeder. as set forth." "(6) The combination of the needle, the shuttle, the
work feeder, an automatic thread grasping and releasing device. and a tension
device, all arranged and operating substantially as and for the purpose spec!-
tied."

William Quinby, for complainant.
Clarke, Raymond & Coale, for defendant.

PUTNAM, Circuit Judge. The letters patent at issue in this case
contain eight claims, relating to various improvements in sewing
machines, of which only one improvement is involved here. Whether
this particular improvement occupies relatively a leading position
among those covered by all the claims of the patent, or only an in-
cidental one, the record does not explain to us. The difficulty of
analyzing the case, arising from this omission, is a common 'one,
wherever one elaim out of a number is brought forward for the con-
sideration of the court. Under such circumstances, it becomes nec-
essary to weigh with extreme care the propositions of connsel and
the evidence of the experts, in order to make sure that they do not
concern more properly the entire subject-matter of the patent than
the particnlar portion in question. In the present instance this diffi·
culty is increased by the fact that the letters patent at issue, so
far as the case before us is concerned, cover merely an improve-
ment on a prior patent to the same patentee.



;. '.' t:wo js ,stilted.inr of them,.as' 'fo lOWS:" r,."· , , ' .,. '. • '.' •

"This invention has for its object to' pr6';'ide k sewing machine capable of
forming on tlle surflj.ce,o! ,materialto be ornamented, and
of arranging said stitches in it variety''oro'tuahrental fbtinS.'"
Only two claims are broughftoour attention,-4 and 6. They

are built up on what was substantially pith of the invention of
patent tow1)cich we have ill universally

movable work feeder"by vir;tueof which the mllcb.hiewas made capa-
ble of elongated stitches in a variety of ornamental forms. The COm-
binationin issue includes with this work·fe,eller the needle, the shut-
tle, and a device adapted to produce aeonstant tension' on the thread.
These are all old elements. The alleged new' element consists of
"automatic thread holding and releasing' devices," "whereby," as
claim 4 says, "the needle thread is held while the is entering'
the needle loop, and released while the work is being moved by the
work feeder." With 'these appear' the words "substantially" de-
scribed," and "as set forth." Claim 6, whHechanging .the nomencla-
ture: in some respects, is, for all the ,puflXlses: of: this Case, the same
as claim 4, omitting the words, "whereby the needle thread is held
while the shuttle is entering the needle IOQp, and released while the
work is being moved by the work feeder." In our view, for the pur-

()f this case, I ,the, use or om,ission pf t):J.ese":,,prdsis not of im-
portance, and thereforewe·tveat the two ,claims hand in hand. We
will refer to this again when we come to the question of infringement.
There is no question, on the record,that the element of the auto-

matic thread hol(ij.ng andreleasingdevfce is all there ,isin the claiws
in ililsue to distinguish them from the prior patent. But with ref.-
erence totbe doctrine of equivalents, as applied to the claims, the
parties are at issue. It is maintained on the part of the defendant
that automatic thread holding and releasing devices, with functions
as shown by this patent, were known to the prior art, and that,
therefore, the claims must,at the best, be limited to details of con-
struction. On the other hand, the complainant cannot well maintain
that kindred devices were .not knoWIj..-in the prior art, but it denies
that ever kn()wn, in combination wfth. a. "universally mova-
ble work feeder," or ever· performed the fUlictions 'rhich they per-
form in the or were a,dapted perform them.
That tb,ey were never ip combina,tion with ll;,','universally mova-
ble work isadmitt,ed by .• 'Tb,is, however, may
be a .Dle,fe matter of.word-splitting, provided they ;were used in a
kindred art, as it, is plilip. were, and also that they were used
under such circm;nstancesand with such functiops, that they might
have been adapted to the. purposes to, which the complainant put
them, and as a. part of ,complainant's combination, without the
exercise of the inventive' faculty. The device of the earlier patent
with which the new element was combined. was, so. far as we can
discover, the first sewing machine which successfully accomplished
the object to which webave referred, namely, forming mechanically
an indefinite variety of elongated stitches on the surface of the ma-
terial to be ornamented. The invention was originally intended for
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use in connection with heavy materials, but later an effort was made
to apply it to worsteds, knit goods, and other elastic goods. This
required light tension, so that the thread would feed fast enough for
forming elongated stitches, as required, without puckering. But im-
mediately certain difficulties appeared. One witness testifies as fol-
lows:
"We then found out, in sewing on moderately light goods, that we had to

carry such a lIg,bt tension on the upper thread, to keep the goods from pucker-
ing, that the shuttle, passing through the loop, would urag a certain amount
of thread from the constant tension, so that it would leave a loose loop un-
derneath the goods, which was a waste of silk."

Another witness testifies to another difficulty, as follows:
"After the needle has carried a loop of thread through the cloth, and the

shuttle has passed through the loop of needle thread, it is necessary to the
proper completion of the stitch, by the drawing up of the needle thread around
the shuttle thread, that the needle thread shall be held firmly by the tension
until the loop has been nearly or quite drawn up." .

These difficulties were speedily overoome by combining with the
light tension a provision .for holding' the thread firmly at the critical
period referred to in this testimony, which we have stated. The
mechanism for accomplishing this involved some degree of ingenuity,
and it entirely removed the difficulties, and made the machine suc-
cessful for use in connection with elastic goods.
,The respondent has introduced a great many earlier patents, not

so much for the purpose of proving anticipation, in the strict sense
of the word, as narrowing the construction of the claims in contro-
versy. The defense rests mainly at this point. It would protract
this opinion beyond any reasonable necessity to attempt to explain
the numerous patents to which the respondent refers. It is suffi-
cient that they show what are called "intermittent checks," which
term expresses the pith of the invention in question. They were,
however, not 'applied to the present use; and we think that there is
sufficient to establish patentability in the presumption which arises
from the issue of the patent, in connection with the principles ap-
plied by the court of appeals for this circuit in Heap v. Tremont &
S. Mills, 27 C. C. A. 316, 82 Fed. 449, 453, 456. This being established,
we have no question that the claims are to be construed as they are ex-
pressed, without any limitation by what appears in the specification,
and that, so far as the specification shows details, the details are
illustrative, and not essential.
On the question of infringement, the respondent relies on the

phraseology with reference to which we have pointed out that claim
4 contains matter not found in claim 6. It is, however, our view
that this additional matter does not involve a specific element in the
combination. Moreover, even on the respondent's proposition, it is
entirely clear that it infringes claim 6; and we are likewise of the
opinion, for the reasons given, that the two claims are so substan-
tially alike that it infringes each'of them. Its machine copies the
complainant's device in every particular, except that it does not
strictly release the thread through the light tension "while the work
is being moved by the work feeder." It attempts to avoid the pat-
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ent bypl'oviding a supply of thread throt;lgh the light .tension in ad-
vance, but, as we construe the claims, this is plainly only a· colorable
difference. I
It is 'maintained that the patentee was not in fact the first invent-

Qf, Of, indeed, an original inventor; but the evidence on this point is
not sufficient to overcome the patent, in view of the principles stated
by the circuit court of appeals for this circuit in Brooks v. Sacks, 26
'Co C. A. 456; 81 Fed. 403, 405. Let there be a decree, as to claims
4 and 6, for·a master and an injunction.

ALASKA PACI<;ERS' ASS'N v. PACIFIC STEAM WHALING CO. et ale
(Circuit Court, N. D. California. March 16, 1899.)

No. 12,721.
·1. PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION.

The purChaser of a patented machine may repair the same by replacing
worn-out parts which, in their relation to the whole structure, are tem-
porary In their nature, SO long as the identity of the machine is not de-
stroyed, though such parts maybe among the novel or valuable features
covered by the claims. But this right to repair does not Include the right
to reconstruct or rebuild the machine.

SAME-PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION.
A preliminary injunction will not be granted to prevent the replacing

of a part of the patented machine whiCh wears out very quickly, though
such part is one of the elements specially protected by the patent.

.s. SAME-CAN-FILLING MACHINES.
The Jensen patent, No. 281,7Q7, tor an Improved can-filling machine,

held. infringed, on motion for preliminary injunction.

J. H. Miller, for complainant.
M. A. ·Wheaton and I. M. Kalloch, for defendants.
:MORROW; Circuit Judge (orally). This is an application for a pro-
visionaIinjunction to restrain the defendants from infringing letters
patent of the United States numbered 281,767, for an improved can-
iilling machine. The complainant is a CaIiforniacorporation, having
its principal place of businessin the city and county of San Franciseo,
and engaged,in the territory of Alaska and at other places, in the busi-
ness of packingsaImon, ip. hermetically sealed cans. .The defendant.
Pacific Steiun Whaling Company is also.a corporation organized under
the laws of the state of California, and engaged in the same business as
complainant, while the business of .the defendant F. A. Robbins Press
Works, a corporation of the same state, is that of repairing machinery.
The patent inoontroversy is now owned by complainant, by virtue of
various assignments forming a chain of title from the patentee, Ma-
thias Jensen"to letters patent of the United States, No. 281,767,
were issuedoiJ. 'July 24, 1883, for a can-filling machine., It is a com-·
plicated mechanism of iron, and brass, composed Of a receiving.
hopper, semicylindricaI rotary back, with forks, knives, measuring
chamber, spout, plunger,reciprocatingplate, etc., and operated by a
shaft and various arms, levers, rollers, and cams, and intervening con-


